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The most cited explanation for the evolution of honest signaling is Zahavi's
Handicap Principle. We recently published a critical overview of the Handicap
Principle to explain how it was developed, why it is erroneous, and how it
nevertheless became widely accepted. Zahavi argued that honest signals evolve
because and not despite of their costs, and that his idea provides a general
principle for biological communication. He assumed that signals are wasteful, and
that they evolve through a non-Darwinian 'signal selection' that favors waste rather
than efficiency. Zahavi's radical proposals became accepted after Grafen (1990)
published a model, which he claimed validated the Handicap Principle. His model
shows how sexual signals can be honest indicators of quality if high-quality males
pay lower viability costs for signalling than low-quality ones. Critics have since
found other ways that honest signals might evolve, and argue that the model does
not provide a general principle. We show that this model is much more limited than
most assume, and moreover, we show that it is not a model of the Handicap
Principle (e.g., signals are efficient rather than wasteful and they evolve despite and
not because of their costs). We propose that the Handicap Principle should be
ushered into an “honorable retirement,” and we examine several possible reasons
why Grafen's misinterpretations were widely accepted.
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